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About This Game

Save the Lamb - is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival. Imagine that you are a sheep, which in some
unthinkable way you have an opportunity to escape from your farm. Of course we can not miss the opportunity. In this game
you go through various levels for a small defenseless lamb. Collect hay to pass the levels but be careful on your way there are
many traps, so you are not given more than one attempt to pass the level. Contacting with any trap, you die and the level starts

over.

KEY FEATURES:

 A large number of various levels.

 Animated graphics.

 Simple, interesting gameplay.

 Unforgettable adventures.
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Title: Save the Lamb
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 6.0

Storage: 170 MB available space
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save the lamb. save lamb meme. save every lamb jesse stuart. save a lamb milk replacer. save the lamb steam. dave lamb house.
save lambert witcher 3. wonder pets save the lamb. save a lamb. save lambertville public school. save lambda expression c#.
save lambeth field. save lambda c++. save lambda java. save on lamb. save lambda

Game looks nice and has a decent atmosphere, but the exploration and puzzle solving become tedious very quickly, the monster
is cartoonish at best, it feels more like a chore than a game almost immediately. Get it on sale at if you're interested.. This game
is great for short periods of waiting, or if you're nostalgic for sega genesis roguelike.
5\/10 worth its price. It need Salut's. when I loading into the menu, it quit immediately and no error report . Can someone
answer my question?. One of the most underrated best games of all time.
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Lots of seafaring fun with all of it's parts. Like a lot of games it can be exasperating at times especially when your maxed out
fleet loses to a wimpy faction. Not a whole lot of differences no matter what level you play at except on Easy you don't have to
worry that a port won't buy your cargo or that your homeport won't like any of their cargo.

There are 2 methods of combat. You can control all your ships in a high resolution graphic war or use Autoresolve that
determines the winner. At first I used the graphic option but found that controling 5 warships was a problem, especially since
more often than not your surrounded by islands that will rip ships apart and the ships are not capable of sharp turns. The enemy
of course is on the seaward side of the islands. Additionally your ships will not fire near as often as the enemy. If you put all the
ships on auto except the flagship they will run right into an island and sink.

The skill your Captains receive for destroying enemy ships are pretty much useless. They can still be womped by a wimpy
enemy and they will sooner or later.

The Galleon is a bit over rated in the game. It is a slow clumbersome ship more suited for cargo but the game lists it as a war
ship. Back in those days a Scooner captained by an experienced captain could defeat one. The trick was to sail around behind
them and hit them from behind. Another trick was to watch for the flash of the Galleon's cannon. Unlike shells of today it took
a while for the cannon balls to reach you. You knew that the Galleon would be leading his target so a quick turn to the port or
starboard would cause a miss. You didn't want to get hit by them even once!

When the Frigate came out most nations switched to it because it was faster and more manuverable that a Galleon.

Enuf of the history lesson, lol. It's a fun game if you like strategy sea wars.. Unplayable, horrible, remove this game from steam.

\u00c8 ingiocabile, orribile, rimuovetelo da steam.. I saw this and immediately wanted it. So I got it, and I'm gonna keep it.

Easy to understand, with only two buttons (push and grab), a fantastic simple visual style, and an amazing reactive musical score
(every cymbal crash with your push actions just seem to fit in perfectly with the jazz track, no mater when it happens) not to
mention the whole retro Saul Bass typeface homage. It drips style, while still giving you a heart-pounding action experience, one
that you have to think about while you have no time to really think.

The rogue-like part is great for replayability, and I like how you can "stick a pin on" the level you were last on without saving,
opposed to restarting from the beginning like many rogues. You can always restart for a new map set. Also, when you die (you
will probably die), it shows the path you went and the geometry of the current map. It doesn't show you enemy locations though,
which keeps progress fresh.

You have to readjust your strategies for each new enemy type, and you begin to learn that playing aggressively, while it may get
you into trouble, is often better than planning. This balancing act may be a little frustrating, but it's an easy restart for each level.

10/10, will ride this gorilla again. Be prepared to contort, suck in your gut, hold your breath, crawl around your playspace, and
laugh.

Performance wasn't great before on a minimum-spec machine. Not sure if it was my GPU upgrade or the recent update, but
runs great now.. Definetly fun for a free to play!

Still some bugs in there (dont try to walk over the mud to your right! You will see it...) but realy neat little game, as I said.

Would play more if the bug wouldnt have been so nasty.^^. This could be fun. This has great basic ideas. But then you get to
play it and it just is such a slow interface.

Each turn you have to reposition the camera as the system does not remember your camera position. Each turn is giving you a
pause screen. And that is per character. AI calculations for such a small board should not even be noticeable yet they take time
and slow down the game flow.

This could be great and if you do not mind a very slow pace it might be for you. It wasn't for me and I can not recommend it as
is.. 1609 liran\u0131n her kuru\u015funa de\u011fer!!11!!1!1!!
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